Small coated particles and especially small coated spheres, are fundamental units in a particular class of composite materials. The physical characteristics of the core of a particle can be identified through low frequency inverse scattering techniques, in a completely non-destructive manner. Using point source, as well as, plane wave excitation, it can be identified whether the core is consisted of an acoustically soft, hard, or resistive kernel, or if it is a penetrable body having different physical characteristics from that of the coating material. Furthermore, the thickness of the shell can be evaluated assuming the physical parameters (two different densities of the two spheres) are known. Otherwise, if the thickness of the shell is known, the density ratio of the two media can be obtained from one single measurement. Consequently, the density of the core can be found when the density of the shell is known and vice versa.
INTRODUCTION
In a wide variety of composite materials spherical inclusions are used in order to control the physical and or the mechanical properties of the composite material, such as the density, the stiffness or the strength [1] , [2] . In some other cases, spherical inclusions are met as defects in the structure of materials and need to be traced.
Identification of the physical characteristics of the core by the use of a non-destructive technique is the aim of the present work. The technique is based on inverse scattering and the theory of low frequency approximation.
Scattering occurs when a spatial discontinuity causes disturbance in the propagation of a wave field. The obstacle (scatterer) deflects an amount of the energy of the incident wave field and so a secondary wave field (scattered) is generated. The scattered field transmits all the geometrical and physical characteristics of the scatterer to the radiation field, where measurements can be made. Assuming the incident field being always known, the direct scattering problem deals with the identification of the scattered field provided that the physical properties and the geometrical characteristics of the scatterer are known. In the inverse scattering problem, we seek the characteristics of the scatterer when the disturbance, caused to the incident field, is known. This interaction between scatterer and incident field is traced in the radiation field where it is measured as the magnitude of the scattering amplitude function. The radiation field is defined by the empirical relation r>d 2 /ë, where d is the characteristic diameter of the scatterer and ë is the wavelength of the incident field. The inverse scattering problem is much more difficult to be solved compared to the direct problem as it is strongly non-linear and ill posed [3] .
We refer to the low frequency domain when the wavelength ë of the incident field is much larger than the characteristic dimension of the scatterer a, i.e. (2ð/ë)a<<1. This means that the scattered field, reflects global information about the scatterer e.g. magnitude of the area of its surface, its volume, etc. Then, the low frequency approximation theory can be employed for the solution of the scattering problem, and the wave scattering problem reduces to a sequence of potential (static) problems. This implies that in a low frequency domain the solution can be represented by a Taylor series in powers of the wave number k [3, 4] . For the problem at hand it is assumed that low frequency approximation is applicable.
Spherical inclusions in composite materials can be described as coated spherical objects. The corresponding mathematical model considers the coated sphere as consisting of two concentric spheres; the inner stands for the spherical object and the outer for its coating. The thickness of the shell and the coating material occupying the shell are allowed to vary. Two kinds of excitation are considered: an acoustic spherical wave, and a plane wave. Plane wave incidence is considered in the majority of scattering problems due to its mathematical simplicity. Besides, plane waves span the space of wave functions and consequently, through Fourier analysis, any spherical wave can be analysed as a sum of plane waves. Scattering problems with an incident field emanating from a point source are not frequently met in the literature due to their complexity. Surprisingly, the first reference one can find is that of Jones in 1956 [5] for a circular disk. On the other hand, they are attractive since they are realisable in a laboratory and the analytically obtained far field data are more fruitful and useful for inverse scattering and for testing numerical algorithms. When the excitation comes from a point source there is one more important parameter that is tractable in the far field. This is the distance between the point of excitation and the scatterer, and it is very useful in identifying the centre of the scatterer, which can be located as the intersection of four spheres [6] [7] [8] .
In a series of articles the problem of scattering of a modified point source field has been studied by a soft, or hard sphere [6] , by a sphere with an impedance boundary condition on its surface [7] , and by a penetrable sphere which could have either lossy, or lossless interior [8] . The case where these spheres are coated has been also investigated in [8] [9] [10] . In these articles, analytical low frequency approximations are provided for all possible boundaries, or transmission conditions of acoustic scattering for both, spherical and plane wave excitation. The existence of the inclusions causes scattering of the incident field. The medium occupying the spherical shell can be either lossy or lossless. From the solution of the direct scattering problems [8] [9] [10] , the expressions for the leading order approximation of the far field are recalled for the four problems under consideration. Then, through inverse scattering theory, the physical character of each kernel is extracted as it is implied in the scattering amplitude, the magnitude of which is measured.
In Section 2, the analytic expressions, obtained in [8] [9] [10] , for the leading order (Rayleigh) approximation of the far field are given for the four problems (S, H, R, P) and for both kinds of excitation: a spherical wave emanating from a point source and a plane wave. The information presented in Section 2 is decoded and the results from the suitable measurements are read appropriately in Section 3, so that an inversion algorithm is derived. In Section 4, by making simple measurements, simple algorithms are developed that enable the calculation of geometrical and physical characteristics, such as the thickness of the shell and the mass density. 9 r + ,g + ) 
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RAYLEIGH SCATTERING FOR COATED SPHERES
For the statement of the problem two concentric spheres are considered in R 3 with radii a 0 and a, where a 0 <a. The sphere of radius a 0 is denoted by S 0 , while the sphere of radius a is denoted by S. The exterior to S domain is denoted by V + and the spherical shell between S 0 and S is denoted by 9 . Within V + and at a distance r 0 >a from the centre of the spheres, a point source is located emanating a time harmonic acoustic field at the frequency w. The chosen coordinate system has its origin at the centre of the spheres and its x 3 -axis along the line connecting the origin with the point source, which is then located at the point r 0 =(0,0,r 0 ). Actually a modified spherical wave is used, radiated from r 0 of the form (1) where r¹r 0 and k stands for the wavenumber in 
=0
. The surface S 0 either can not sustain any pressure and identifies S 0 as an acoustically soft boundary, or is allowed to sustain pressure and identifies S 0 as acoustically hard boundary. In a third case, the surface S 0 is assumed to be resistive with a real dimensionless impedance parameter í, as in (19) while in a fourth one, the interior V = of S 0 is considered to involve a medium that is also homogeneous and isotropic with physical parameters ñ
but it is lossy with compressional viscosity ä = . Ôhe spherical incident wave, springing from r 0 , penetrates both into the shell 9 and, in case of a penetrable grain, into the core V = in such a way as to preserve the continuity of the excess pressure field and the normal component of the velocity as it crosses the transmission surfaces S and S 0 . The geometrical configuration is given in Fig.1 and is not to scale.
The scattering problems under consideration are characterised by the superscripts S, H, R, P to denote the acoustically Soft [10, 6] , Hard [10, 6] , Resistive [9] and Penetrable [8] core. Next, the far field expressions for these four different problems are presented. These scattering results correspond to suppressed harmonic time dependence exp{-iwt} and satisfy the low frequency requirements of being small with respect to the wave number of the illumination field.
The approximation of the far field is based on the knowledge of the zeroth and first order approximation of the near field and is given by the scattering amplitude g in a series form [3] . For the present study, only the first order (Rayleigh) approximation [4, 13] of the expressions for the far field is taken into account, as this has been proved to be the most significant [3] .
The asymptotic representation furnishes the angular dependence of the scattered field, far away from the scattering region, as the superposition of plane waves with amplitudes and directions of propagation distributed over S, while the radial dependence is that of a monopole at the origin.
Once the scattering amplitude is obtained, the scattering cross-section is given [1] by: (2) where S 2 denotes the unit sphere in R 3 and the hat above r denotes unit vector. Similarly, for lossy scatterers, [11] the absorption cross-section, which does not vanish, is given by the formula: (3) where u+ stands for the total field, Q denotes outward normal differentiation and star indicates complex conjugation. Finally, the extinction cross-section is given by the formula: (4) Expression (3) furnishes the absorption crosssection in terms of a surface integral over the exterior boundary S of the scatterer. If the spherical shell has zero compressional viscosity ä _ then ó a vanishes and the medium in 9 is lossless.
Next, the following parameters are entered [8, 9, 10] : (5) which provides a measure of the thickness of the shell, , (6a,b)
which denote the mass density ratios in V + and C and in 9 and V = respectively, the index of refraction (7) where c± stands for the phase velocity and the constants Q / . Q used in the S,H,R problems that describe the effects of the coating upon the wave-obstacle interaction (8) (9) for every n=0,1,2,..
In particular, the expressions for the scattering amplitude g, the scattering cross section ó s and absorption cross section ó a for each one of the four kinds of spherical cores are given below.
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THE SOFT CORE
Point Source Emission
The Rayleigh approximation for the scattering amplitude is [10] :
where P 1 is the Legendre polynomial of first degree [12] ]. From (2) and (10), the following leading term approximation for the scattering cross-section are easily obtained:
The absorption cross section is:
The far field expressions (10-12) reduce to the corresponding formulae for the soft sphere when B=1 and ä _ =0, to the lossy penetrable sphere when l=0, and to a lossless penetrable sphere when l=0 and ä _ =0 [10] . The constants K n are to be interpreted as the influence of the coating, so that K n =1 for B=1.
Plane Wave Incidence
The corresponding expressions for plane wave incidence are [6] , [10] :
for the scattering amplitude, for the scattering cross-section, and for the absorption cross-section.
THE HARD CORE
Point Source Emission
The Rayleigh approximation of the scattering amplitude is [10] :
of the scattering cross-section is:
Plane Wave Incicence
In the far field the leading term of the approximations given by (16), (17) and (18) are all zero. Hence, the interaction of a coated hard sphere with an incident low-frequency field is weaker when the incident field is a plane wave than when it is a spherical wave.
Note that, while for the coated soft sphere the low frequency order of the scattering and the absorption cross-section are the same, for the coated hard sphere the absorption cross-section is by two orders of magnitude more prominent
and of the absorption cross section is:
than the scattering cross-section.
THE RESISTIVE CORE
Point Source Emission
For this problem, the real dimensionless Robin parameter is introduced [9] :
where Z -is called characteristic impedance of the medium and it provides a measure of the ability of S 0 to sustain pressure. Then:
The scattering cross-section is given by: 
Plane Wave Incidence
For plane wave incidence, the leading order of approximation for the scattering amplitude is:
for the scattering cross-section is:
and for the absorption cross-section is
THE PENETRABLE CORE
Point Source Emission
In order to express the solution of this problem in an appropriate way, the following set of constants is needed to be introduced:
for every n=0,1,2,...
Then the Rayleigh approximation for the quantities of interest assume the following values;
-for the scattering amplitude [8] :
-for the scattering cross-section:
and for the absorption cross-section:
Note that the Rayleigh approximation for g and ó s (29) and (30) respectively, involve only the mass density ratios B and B 0 . Hence, the most prominent effect of the wave-obstacle interaction is due to the differences in mass density.
Plane Wave Incidence
In the far field, formulae (29) to (31) show that for plane wave excitation the Rayleigh approximation of g, ó s and ó a is of higher order than when the excitation comes from a point source. This behaviour proves that a small obstacle exhibits a stronger interaction when it is embedded in a point source field than when it is embedded in a plane wave field.
DISCUSSION
3.1
Inversion Algorithm The non-destructive physical identification of the core of a spherical inclusion is based on the principle that its physical identity can be determined from information obtained far away from the scatterer.
In the algorithm proposed here, this can be achieved by the use of the inverse scattering theory, the method of low frequency approximation and by making measurements in the far field, i.e. away from the scatterer. In inverse scattering, what can experimentally be measured are the scattering amplitude and its magnitude as well as the scattering cross section ó. As it is seen in the previous section, these quantities are given in a power series of the product of the wave number and the characteristic dimension of the scatterer. Using the least squares method, we are able to distinguish the contribution of each low frequency term of the series [7] . Then, by making simple measurements and by comparing the corresponding terms of the direct scattering results for the four different cores, we can decide the physical properties of the core.
Two kinds of excitation of the coated sphere are considered a point source and a plane wave. In the first one, an acoustic spherical wave emanated from a point source is scattered by the coated sphere, in the second one, a plane wave propagates through the medium along a specific direction and is scattered by the coated sphere as well.
First we assume scattering from a point source and we measure the leading order approximation of the far field, which is of the first order. Recalling the corresponding scattering results presented in Section 2 for the scattering amplitude g and the scattering cross section ó (10) to (12) , (16) to (21), and (29) to (31), we conclude that the core is soft since only the soft core contributes a first order term, while in the rest of the approximations this term vanishes. Therefore the inversion algorithm at this stage decides whether the core is soft or not.
In case that the core is not soft, we proceed to the measurement of the second order term. By moving the source at a distance greater than five radii away from the centre of the sphere, the spherical excitation becomes almost indistinguishable from plane wave excitation [3, 13] . If in both cases, the near and the far away location of the point source we trace a second order term, then the core is resistive, because this is the only one that preserves the second order behaviour of g and ó in both kinds of excitation. The rest exhibit approximation of higher order.
In case the second order term of the far field approximation vanishes for plane wave incidence, then the core must be either hard, or penetrable. Unfortunately, through this algorithm no distinction can be made between hard and penetrable core, as they both exhibit similar low (31) frequency behaviour. They are both of the second order leading term when we deal with point source and of fourth order when the incident field is a plane wave. A distinction between a hard and a penetrable core is possible when the absorption cross section of the shell is equal to zero (lossless medium). Then if the absorption cross section of the core is non-vanishing (lossy medium) then the core is penetrable, otherwise, if the absorption cross section vanishes then the core is hard.
ADDITIONAL INVERSION ALGO-
RITHMS Apart from the physical identification of the core, some more characteristics of the coated spheres can also be obtained reveal through this inversion technique. The thickness of the shell can be evaluated once we assume that the physical parameters (two different densities of the two spheres) to be known. Otherwise, knowing the geometrical quantities (position, thickness of the shell), from one single measurement we can identify the density of either the kernel, provided that the density of the shell is known or the density of the shell when the density of the kernel is known.
As an example, we consider the case of a soft core, i.e. when the surface S 0 is a pressure release boundary. From (8) and (11) it follows that from which it is implied that the leading low frequency approximation, or Rayleigh approximation, of the scattering cross section is a monotonically increasing function of l. This means that the larger scattering cross section comes from the thinner shell. As it was shown in [10] , the scattering cross section is also an increasing function of B and for a given shell thickness and mass density in V + , as the mass density of the shell decreases, the corresponding scattering cross section increases.
By making one single measurement ms of the Rayleigh approximation of the scattering cross section ó, algebraic relations for the thickness of the shell as well as the mass density ratio B can be derived. So for a given value of B, the l thickness of the shell can be obtained from (32). And since the radius of the outer sphere is known, the inner radius can be calculated. The same relation (32), for a given shell thickness l yields the density ratio B and consequently, when the density of the medium occupying one sphere is known then the density for the other one can be obtained.
Similar considerations can be made for the case of a hard core. We insert the dimensionless parameter r s =a/r 0 . This provides a measure of the curvature with which the wavefronts of the incident spherical field arrives at the scatterer. It is defined as the inverse distance between the source and the scatterer and it is normalised by the characteristic dimension of the scatterer. Then, relation (17) through (9) is written N N D By making a measurement m H of the Rayleigh approximation of the scattering cross section either the thickness of the shell is identified, once the mass density ratio B is known, or the ratio B is found for given shell thickness which in turn gives the density of one sphere, when the density of the other is known.
Analogous calculations can be made for the case of the penetrable coated sphere. From (30), we observe that the rate at which the small coated sphere scatters energy is proportional to the area where B and B 0 stand for the density ratios of the coating and of the inner sphere respectively, as they are defined in (6a,b) . The parameter r s varies between the zero value, which corresponds to plane wave excitation and the unit value, remaining always strictly less than one, since at r s =1 the point source lies on the scatterers surface. In this case we deal with a radiation rather than a scattering problem which demands a different treatment, since the above analysis does not hold anymore. By making a simple measurement, relation (34) furnishes the thickness of the shell whenever B and B 0 are known, or any one of these three parameters provided the rest two are given.
